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LUKE TILLMAN: A 20-YEAR OLD COLLEGE STUDENT WHO LIVES AT HOME 
WITH HIS MOTHER, A BROTHER, AND HIS LITTLE ENERGETIC SISTER, 
FIONA. HE’S RATHER INTROVERTED AND AVERAGE. 

FIONA TILLMAN: SMART AND PEPPY FOR A 7-YEAR-OLD. LOVES HER OLD 
BROTHER LUKE VERY MUCH. 

GOD: WITTY AND SARCASTIC. HAS SEEN ONE TOO MANY THINGS. HAS A 
BROTHERLY RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DEVIL. COMPOSED, BUT HAS 
OUTBURSTS. 

DEVIL: HAS KNOWN GOD FOR AS LONG AS HE CAN REMEMBER. HATES 
AND LOVES HIM. QUICK TO GET ANGRY AND QUICK TO PROVE HIS POWER. 

HE/SHE: SNARKY, AMBIGUROUS LOOKING INDIVIDUAL WHO RESIDES IN 
HEAVEN. 

ANGELS: FEW. NON-SPEAKING; PRESENT FOR THEIR LOOKS. GOD’S 
ASSISTANTS. 
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SCENE I: THE INTRODUCTION 

The sound of a heavy thunderstorm echoes in the background, and lighting 
flashing every few seconds. A rumble of an earthquake is felt while walking up the 
steps and Luke comes running into his room, making sure everything is all right. 

GOD 

(Dashingly) Hello there, handsome. 

Luke enters the room and pauses. 

LUKE 

(Frightened) Holy shit! What the fuck! Who are you! 

GOD 

This is completely a normal reaction. It happens all the time. 

LUKE 

What happens all the time?! You murder people in their homes? 

GOD 

What? No…I’m not going to murder you, I’m merely going to blow you! 

LUKE 

(Frightened) You’re going to blow me!? Why!? 

GOD 

(Hesitates ! realizes) 

What? No, no, no. I’m sorry. I meant blow your mind. 

God grabs Luke’s face with his hands. 

(Darth Vader voice) Luke, I am your father. 

LUKE 

What? No you’re not, my Dad lives in Portland with his girlfriend. 

GOD 

You’re right. You caught me. I’ve just always wanted to say that. Sue me. 
Anyways, I’m God. What’re you going to do about it? 
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LUKE 

Riiiight. 

Luke reaches for his cell-phone on his desk. 

GOD 

Luke, I’m not kidding. Why don’t you believe me? I am God. Why don’t you 
believe me?! 

God steps into a spotlight. Luke can now see him clearly for the first time. 

LUKE 

Because why would God want to a have hunchback? Of all the deformities, 
that’s, like, the worst one! 

GOD 

Woah, man. Not cool. Even I have feelings. Now, I am God so I take on many 
looks. 

LUKE 

You’re not God. Get out of my house or I’m calling the cops, dude. You got, 
like, 10 seconds before I whip out my nun-chucks. 10-9-8-7-… 

GOD 

I can prove it to you! 

LUKE 

Is that so? How? 

GOD 

Because how else would I know that you have a tattoo of SpongeBob on your 
ass? 

LUKE 

(pauses) Lucky guess. 

GOD 

Oh really? Then how can I do this! 

 God snaps his fingers and a roar of thunder follows. Next, a bolt of lightning 
flashes, lighting up the entire stage. By the time the flash has vanished, God changed his 
physical appearance and is now in full drag. 
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LUKE 

God…? Is that you? 

GOD 

Of course it’s me! You no likey? 

LUKE 

(Off-put) It’s making me a bit uncomfortable. 

GOD 

I’ll switch. But I have to leave the room. I have stage fright. 

God goes offstage and re-enters wearing prophetic gowns. 

Now I know this is much better. 

LUKE 

Sure, that’s fine. You have a Morgan Freeman-esque feel. 

Luke plops down on his bed. 

GOD 

Luke. Certainly you don’t believe I’m here for no reason. 

LUKE 

Well, I’m still not completely sure you’re here. 

GOD 

Luke, I hate to be harsh about this, but I’m going to be anyways. You’re 
dying. 

LUKE 

What! Are you serious? 

GOD 

(laughing) No, but you should’ve seen the look on your face! 

LUKE 

Who does that?! What kind of God are you?! 

GOD 

But seriously, Luke, there’s something I have to tell you… 
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SCENE II: THE ARRIVAL OF ZEH DEVIL 

A massive bolt of lightning strikes and the lights in the house fade in and out. 
Luke’s bed shakes and an evil laughter is heard echoing offstage. A stocky 
silhouette basks in the doorway of Luke’s room. 

GOD 

Ohhhhhhh, fuck. 

A red haze forms in Luke’s room. Zeh Devil has arrived. 

THE DEVIL 

Hello! It is I, zeh Devil. 

GOD 

Get outta here! Why don’t you mind your own humans! 

The Devil takes three steps forward into Luke’s room. 

LUKE 

Pardon my interruption, but what’s he doing in my room? (Pauses) 
Wait…you’re the Devil!? 

THE DEVIL 

It is a mere skin I wear so that I can walk amongst you wretched savages. 

The Devil walks up to Luke’s bed and sits next to God, pushing Luke to the side. 
They share a private conversation. 

THE DEVIL 

Why would you create such a shitty creature? 

GOD 

I’m fine too, thanks for asking. And they’re not that explicit word you just 
uttered. It’s not Hell yet so they must be doing something right! 

THE DEVIL 

Have you seen what they’ve done to your planet! They elected George W. 
Bush for Christ’s Sake. No one in their right minds would do that. You 
created him as a joke and they actually voted him to be their leader! Zeh 
planet is being destroyed! I think I saw, like, one tree on the way over here. 
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GOD 

The human learning curve is much slower than I anticipated. I’ll give you that. 

In awe of the situation, Luke stares at God and the Devil while they have a 
personal conversation. 

THE DEVIL 

Mind much? Take a picture, it’ll last longer. Freak. 

LUKE 

Is someone going to tell me what’s going on?! 

GOD 

Luke, I was trying to tell you this before… 

THE DEVIL 

(Overjoyed) You haven’t told him yet!? Oh man, I can’t vait to see his face. 

LUKE 

Tell me what?! 

A series of three knocks in a rhythm on Luke’s door. She begins shouting through 
the door. 

FIONA 

Lucas! Luuuuuucaaaaasssssss! Come plaaaaay with me! I’m boooooored. 

LUKE 

No Fiona! Go away! 

FIONA 

Buuuuuut Luuuuucaaaasssss 

LUKE 

Not now, Fiona! I’m very busy! 

FIONA 

Are you watching those loud exercise videos again? I hear voices! 

The Devil and God hold in their laughter. 
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LUKE 

(Pauses) No Fiona! Go! Away! (Calms down) What were you saying…? 

 

The Devil stands up and walks around Luke’s room. He looks out the 
blinds, he looks under the bed, and he looks in the closet. 

THE DEVIL 

So. Luke. My sweet prince. You’re going to Hell. You hear me? Loud and 
clear? 

LUKE 

(Surprised) But…but why? I haven’t done anything wrong. 

GOD 

He’s just messing with you...for now. Luke, what I was trying to tell you is 
that…you’re…special. 

LUKE 

(Misunderstands) Umm, I’m not “special”? I do OK in school. 

THE DEVIL 

Ha! Ya right. 

LUKE 

(Offended) Shut up! I do alright… 

GOD 

(To the Devil) 

Will you let me do the talking, please? 

THE DEVIL 

The floor is all yours, princess. 

GOD 

Luke, you heard what we were talking about earlier?  

LUKE 

The planet’s gone to shit. So what? Everyone knows that. 
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THE DEVIL 

(To God) 

Ya see! Even he knows! 

GOD 

(To the Devil) 

Will you shut up! 

(To Luke, regains his composure, breaths in and out.) 

Yes, thank you, Luke. I think we can all agree the planet is not in its peak form. (pauses) 
You see, the Devil and I have an agreement. When I built Earth, it was because I won a 
bet. A wager with the Devil… 

The Devil raises his hand in recognition. 

THE DEVIL 

That is I! 

GOD 

2.5 million years ago, when the bet took place, I put the early forms of 
humans on the Earth. I believed humans turn out fine and the Devil argued the 
species would die within a week. Which they didn’t. 

THE DEVIL 

You guys were an experiment, FYI. Just in case you weren’t feeling down 
enough as a species… 

GOD 

I said that the human race was worthy of keeping Earth. That you would 
evolve, which you did! But I also said that you would become intelligent 
creatures, finding ways to sustain the Earth long enough that everyone could 
be happy…which you didn’t. So I lost… 

THE DEVIL 

You are all swine! You are all so wonderfully greedy. All humans belong in 
Hell, under my rule. Because you just had to get zeh iPad Pro Mini with the 
Retina screen and couldn’t give to charity instead, I won zeh bet! I could 
destroy zeh Earth in any way I want to. I could throw you in a wormhole and 
watch you go down like a goldfish in a toilet. I wouldn’t even feel any 
remorse! Not just because I’m zeh Devil, either. 

God takes Luke by the shoulder and brings him to the corner of the room where 
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they will chat privately. 

GOD 

Luke, the timing for the bet is up. It’s been exactly 2.5 million years. 

LUKE 

(Slow to catch on) Sooo…what are you saying? 

THE DEVIL 

(To God) Oh my gosh, could you have picked a dumber kid? 

LUKE 

So what do you want me to do about this? I’m just a normal kid. 

GOD 

The truth is, I handpicked you Luke. I’ve been studying you for your entire 
life. From the doodoo diapers to your first beer. And with this, I have good 
news, Luke. 

LUKE 

…You’ve saved Earth? 

GOD 

No, Luke, you’re going to save it. 

LUKE 

(Scoffs) Yeah right! 

GOD 

I made a double-or-nothing bet with the Devil. Something I strongly advise 
against. 

LUKE 

What do you mean double-or-nothing? (worried) That doesn’t sound good. 

THE DEVIL 

It’s quite amazing actually. I came up with the idea. It makes things 
more…interesting. 

GOD 

So this bet was that if I found an extremely, ultimately, completely and so 
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normally average human being, one without any biases in anyway shape or 
form, then they could be the one to choose Earth’s fate. 

LUKE 

Wait, what do you mean by average? 

GOD 

Well…you’re smart -- 

THE DEVIL 

-- but not too smart! I mean, you couldn’t even build an Ikea couch! 

LUKE 

Those things are impossible to build! 

GOD 

You’re OK looking -- 

THE DEVIL 

-- OK at best! But not too pretty nor fugly! 

GOD 

You’re not swimming in a gold pool -- 

THE DEVIL 

-- but you’re not garbage digging! 

GOD 

You’re, maybe, what, 5”7-ish? That’s also pretty average. 

LUKE 

(Self consciously) Excuse me, but what does my height have to do with this? 

GOD 

Luke, what we’re trying to say is that, you’re an even playing field. You’re 
pure, and thus you’ve been deemed neutral. You’re a safe bet. 

LUKE 

Pure? Safe bet?? 
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THE DEVIL 

This is taking too long! Heaven or Hell for eternity, Luke! You are zeh one 
who chooses!. Zeh realms will be tempting you in every way imaginable, and 
whichever you ultimately choose, Earth becomes for eternity. I’m completely 
confident that you’ll choose Hell. I have nothing to lose! 

GOD 

Hence the double-or-nothing bet. 

LUKE 

Okay, I think I get this.  

Luke rubs his head. 

THE DEVIL 

It’s pretty straightforward really. 

GOD 

Yes, I would actually agree. It’s a rather simple task now that you know what 
the stakes are. 

LUKE 

Simple task? That would be taking out the garbage or feeding the dog. This is 
not simple! (breathes) So let me get this right: I get to try out Heaven and Hell 
and whichever I like more…that’s what Earth becomes for eternity? 

 

THE DEVIL 

(Surprised he understood it) Zat is actually right. I’m very proud of you, Luke. 

LUKE 

(Whispers to God) Wow…I really think you picked the wrong person. 

GOD 

I have faith in you, Luke. You are my creature. And besides, it’s only for the 
rest of eternity. 

Lights fade out as The Devil’s evil laugh echoes in the background. 

SCENE III: LUKE’S ARRIVAL TO HEAVEN 

Lights fade in. It’s the next day; Luke wakes up and gets ready for class. He 
notices the weather outside is beautiful. The sun shines in through the windows. 
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Birds are chirping and tweeting in the background. What a lovely day to be alive. 

GOD 

Hello Luke! You’re in Heaven! Come share some freshly squeezed lemonade 
with me, won’t you! 

Luke walks out of his room and is greeted by God. The sun shines directly in his 
eyes at first, but he then becomes adjusted to it and realizes the beautiful 
landscape. Classical music is always playing in Heaven. 

LUKE 

This is amazing! I feel like I slept, like, 12 hours! 

GOD 

(laughs) Yes, Luke, Heaven is a wonderful place to be. The sun shines bright 
when you want it to shine, or if you don’t like that, it can be rainy and cold. 
The perfect temperature for laying in bed all day. 

LUKE 

I can change the weather to however I’m feeling? 

GOD 

That’s right, Luke. Individual happiness breeds cultural happiness.  

God snaps his fingers and a freshly baked apple pie sits on the table, steam still 
rising. 

Here, you must try our universally famous apple-pie. 

LUKE 

Oh my God! I mean…gosh. This is delicious. This has to be the best pie I’ve 
ever had in my entire life. 

GOD 

Would you like to know why? 

LUKE 

If it involves getting more… 

GOD 

Luke, have you ever heard of Julia Child or James Beard? 
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LUKE 

Is Julia Child the actress in Titanic? 

GOD 

No…they were only just two of the most famous chefs on Earth. When their 
time was up on Earth and their souls passed on, they came to Heaven and 
brought all their cookbooks and recipes with them. 

LUKE 

So Heaven has good food? 

GOD 

(Correcting him) The best food. In the Universe. 

LUKE 

 Finishes off the scraps from the pie. 

I’m definitely going to remember this when completing my evaluation. 

As Luke puts his fork down, two gorgeous girls walk past Luke and God. Luke’s 
jaw drops and he begins to drool. 

GOD 

It’s your first three minutes in Heaven, and you’re already drooling over these 
girls! 

LUKE 

They’re drop-dead gorgeous… 

GOD 

They’re Angel’s, Luke. Get used to it. 

LUKE 

I didn’t see any wings, though. 

GOD 

That whole “wings” thing was made up so people on Earth would believe in 
Heaven. But up here, they’re wingless. Quite a spectacular being, I might add. 

LUKE 

Can I…go talk to them? 
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GOD 

Not yet, son. Let’s go walk around some more. 

 God puts his arm around Luke. 

Luke, let me give you a little taste about how things work up here. 

LUKE 

Ok, let’s hear it. 

GOD 

Well, as you know already, I’m God and I control everything. But here in 
Heaven, you can do or be anything you want. As long as it is pure hearted and 
kind in every way possible. 

LUKE 

Oh, well of course. But um…can you enlighten me, no pun intended 
(awkwardly laughs), about some of the things I can’t do up here? 

GOD 

Let’s start with the basics; thou shall not commit murder. 

LUKE 

Right. I got that. The only person I’ve ever wanted to kill was my old nannie. 
Couldn’t stand her. But she’s dead now…(long pause) I didn’t kill her 
though… 

GOD 

Luke, that’s another one of our rules up here in Heaven. Thou must be kind, 
respectful and non-judgmental to every person. We are all different and must 
accept that. 

LUKE 

What? Seriously? That’s a sin? 

GOD 

Well, no. Not technically. But the reason you get sent to Heaven in the first 
place is because you’re an innocent, kind soul. And besides, who likes 
negative vibes? No one likes a buzzkill. That brings me to another thing, 
Luke. 
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LUKE 

Hit me with it. 

GOD 

Nothing bad ever happens in Heaven. Even on the worst of days, you will still 
feel joyful and rejuvenated. No failing tests, no getting denied by girls, no 
chores. You live the life you want to live, and you will get to live it 
peacefully, as long as you’re kind and pure while doing it. 

LUKE 

That was like, the most beautiful thing I’ve ever heard in my entire life. No 
more getting denied by girls. (pauses) Just hearing that lifts a weight off my 
chest. 

GOD 

That’s how it is every second up here in Heaven is entirely filled with bliss. 

LUKE 

What about socializing? Do I get to hang out with people? Meet and make 
new friends? 

GOD 

Of course, Luke! That would be silly if you couldn’t make new friends. 

LUKE 

Heaven just keeps getting better and better (pauses) Hey – look! 

 Luke spots another dude downstage. The dude is staring at a blank canvas. 

LUKE 

What’s up, Dude! 

 Luke taps them on the shoulder. 

HE/SHE 

 Turns around slowly and extremely offended. 

Umm, excuse me? What did you just call me? 

LUKE 

Oh my gosh, I am so sorry. I didn’t realize…-- 
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HE/SHE 

(Hastily) I am gender fluid; a transgender and transsexual. I am more than just 
a he and more than just a she. Everyone is beautiful no matter who they are or 
what they are. Everyone can be who they want to be. 

LUKE 

(Confused) You’re…you’re what? 

HE/SHE 

God! Who did you bring into Heaven?! Did you not get him up to code on 
being politically correct and non-judgmental? 

LUKE 

Politically what? I haven’t even voted yet, so I don’t know if I’m republican 
or democrat. 

HE/SHE 

Politically correct! Avoiding language that might offend someone. Like how 
you just offended me! (melodramatically) Ugh! 

He/She storms off the stage and God quickly comes to Luke’s aid to make him 
more aware of the situation in Heaven. 

LUKE 

I’m sorry, God. I really don’t even know what she was saying. I think I 
blacked out while she was talking. 

GOD 

It’s okay, Luke. The politically correct are the most sensitive of all. But don’t 
worry, not everyone in Heaven is politically correct. 

Another extremely beautiful girl walks by Luke and God and this time Luke begins 
to follow her. 

GOD 

Luke no! 

LUKE 

Luke turns around. 

What? I can’t go talk to her? 
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GOD 

Luke, you can talk to anyone you’d like. But -- I should let you know that I 
know what you’re thinking and what you’re thinking is what you should not 
be thinking about. 

LUKE 

(pauses) You lost me… 

GOD 

Intercourse, Luke. I’m talking about intercourse. 

LUKE 

Intercourse…like sex? 

GOD 

Yes…intercourse like sex, Luke. I know you want to go talk to that Angel 
over there so you can get her digits and hopefully score some later. Am I 
wrong? 

LUKE 

No, you’re actually dead on. 

GOD 

Luke, there’s one thing that’s extremely important to not only me, but to 
Heaven’s longevity of happiness. (Pauses) You should maybe sit down 
because you won’t like it. While there are many beautiful and wonderful 
creatures sprawling out about, one cannot have intercourse with another in 
Heaven. 

LUKE 

(laughs) No one is allowed to have sex in Heaven? 

GOD 

That’s right, Luke. It’s a way of keeping things in order. Think about it, sex is 
the root of all problems. If everyone wanted to fulfill his or her sexual desires 
it would be like, well, Hell. 

LUKE 

So if I choose Heaven, I’ll have to be a virgin forever…?  
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GOD 

That’s right, it’s called abstinence. It actually has many health bene--… 

(Luke cuts him off) 

LUKE 

Ya know what, God, between all the new things and pie I’m feeling pretty 
exhausted all of a sudden, do you mind if I go lie down somewhere? 

GOD 

You can do anything you want, Luke. Just go ahead and sleep in your own 
bed. 

LIGHTS FADE OUT AS LUKE LIES DOWN IN HIS BED. 

LIGHTS FADE BACK IN AND LUKE IS STILL ASLEEP ON HIS BED. 

SCENE IV: LUKE’S ARRIVAL TO HELL 

 THE DEVIL 

Poking Luke to wake up. 

Vake up, vake up, vake up, vake up. 

Luke doesn’t wake up, so the Devil begins to shake him aggressively. 

LUKE 

(Eyes still shut) Mom? Go away I have 10 more minutes. 

THE DEVIL 

(Offended) Mom?! Get zeh hell up out of bed, you foul organism. I’m 
showing you Hell today. You are just going to love zis place. It’s wonderful, 
especially in zeh offseason. 

Luke slowly gets up. Rubs his eyes and sluggishly puts his clothes on.  

LUKE 

I’m up, I’m up. Does Hell have coffee or what? 

The Devil snaps his fingers and a cup magically appears in his hand. He hands 
Luke the cup. 

LUKE 

Thank you. 
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Luke takes a sip and then spits it out and begins to cough 
aggressively. 

What was that?! 

THE DEVIL 

Zat was urine. 

LUKE 

Why would you give me urine?! I asked for coffee. 

THE DEVIL 

Well…I am zeh devil, and it did wake you up, didn’t it? 

LUKE 

That was disgusting. Don’t do that again. 

Luke and the Devil walk outside of Luke’s room. The entire stage is lit up by a 
hint of red. Cacti’s are lined up against the back of the stage, garbage piling up 
everywhere and an odor that is unidentifiable lingers. 

LUKE 

Gross, what is that smell? 

THE DEVIL 

That, Luke, is the smell of freedom. (pauses) Realistically, the smell is a 
combination of my personal favorites, B.O., sex and garbage. 

LUKE 

It’s disgusting. We’ll definitely have to clean this place up a little bit if it’s 
going to be future Earth. There’s no way I would make everyone live like this. 

Suddenly, an extremely gorgeous girl walks by. She’s wearing scandalous clothes 
and licks her lips as she walks by the two. 

THE DEVIL 

Do you still want to clean up the place? Cause if we do, she’ll have to go with 
it. 

LUKE 

You know what, I decided I need to give this place an open-minded 
assessment. It’s only fair to the people of Earth. 
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THE DEVIL 

That is what I thought. 

The Devil puts his arm around Luke and they stroll up and down the stage, 
viewing the great (and not so great) parts of Hell. 

THE DEVIL 

It truly is beautiful, don’t you think? 

The sounds of screaming echo in the background. 

LUKE 

(Clears his throat) Yeah…sure, but what’s it really like down here? Why’s it 
get such a bad reputation? 

THE DEVIL 

That reputation is sooo overblown. I’m really, truly a fair leader. Sure, some 
demonic possessions got us the bad rep, but beyond that, Hell is really quite 
delightful. 

LUKE 

So you’re not like, burning people alive and torturing them in their idea of the worst way 
possible? 

THE DEVIL 

Eh. Well, some of that is true. No one is burned alive. Burned when they’re 
dead, however, yes. As for the torturing, the people that truly deserve to be 
treated as grunts are going to be treated like one. Like mean nannies! 

LUKE 

(shocked) What! No way you just said that! I had such a mean nanny growing 
up… 

THE DEVIL 

(Sarcastic) No way! Really? I had no idea! 

 The Devil grabs Luke by his shoulders and shows him the landscape of Hell. 

THE DEVIL 

Luke – may I offer you something that no other place in the entire universe 
can offer you? 
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LUKE 

I’m honestly afraid to answer yes or no. 

THE DEVIL 

(laughs) Freedom is a rather rare object, would you agree? 

LUKE 

Yeah, I guess I agree. But in America we’re free. 

THE DEVIL 

Free, yet restricted by laws! Rules that stop you from becoming who you truly 
are! Aren’t you curious about what it’s like without laws? 

LUKE 

I’m having a hard time catching on. 

THE DEVIL 

(Disappointed) Yes, of course you are. Simply put: there are no laws. No 
restrictions to stop you from doing whatever you like! 

LUKE 

Right, yeah I get that. But I can do that in Heaven, also. 

THE DEVIL 

But in Heaven there are consequences! In Hell, consequences are nonexistent. 
Regret and shame are encouraged. Follow your passionate anger! It will lead 
you down a path that you will find enlightening. 

LUKE 

So what about the people that aren’t really into following their anger? You know, like me 
and my non-murderous family? 

THE DEVIL 

Well, Luke. You would be my little prince, so you can do whatever you want, 
whenever you want, and however you want. The same goes for your family. 

LUKE 

So you mean I could kill that guy over there if I wanted to? 

THE DEVIL 

(laughs) If you want to! In fact, I have an assortment of medieval weapons 
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you could use! It would be so beautiful watching my prince hack up a body. 
(begins to tear up) It would remind me of a younger me. 

LUKE 

(nervously laughs) It was more of a hypothetical question. I’m quite certain 
I’m not the serial-killer-type of person. 

THE DEVIL 

Ah, well in that case, you can just keep it in the back of your teeny, tiny mind, knowing 
that you wouldn’t have to face any consequences. No jail time, no judgments. Just 
complete and unreserved freedom in Hell. 

LUKE 

(nervously laughs) Wow, it’s really hot down here. What’s the deal with that? 

 Luke is noticeably drenched in sweat. 

THE DEVIL 

Yes, yes. I keep it above 100º at all times. Zat way everyone stays in good 
shape. You know, sweating out all zeh toxins. Like a sauna. 

LUKE 

I get that. Could I get some water, though? And actual water, not urine. 

THE DEVIL 

Of course! 

The Devil snaps his fingers and two gorgeous girl walk past the Devil and Luke. 
The Devil grabs them by their wrists and shows them off to Luke. 

THE DEVIL 

You know…unlike Heaven, sex is completely natural down here. 

LUKE 

Really? 

THE DEVIL 

Yes! Women and they’re bodies are idolized down here! (laughs) isn’t that 
wonderful?!  

The Devil pets the girls on their heads. 
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LUKE 

(Confused) Like if I find one of these girls cute I can start talking to her and if 
one thing leads to another I can, you know? 

THE DEVIL 

Oh…do I know. Promiscuity is one of my few demands here in Hell.  

LUKE 

Promiscuity. I like that. But what If I, like, wanted to get to know her? 

THE DEVIL 

I’m not quite sure I follow. 

LUKE 

Well she could be gorgeous and have perfect bone structure, but what if I just 
want to hang out with her? Like, get to know her. See where things lead. 

THE DEVIL 

Oh! Now I think I get what you’re saying! They will also get all of your 
needs. They are, how would American’s say, wives? They listen to the men. 
How it should be. 

LUKE 

Yeah (scoffs) maybe in the 1950’s. Do you mind if I go lie down for a bit? 
I’m about to pass out. The heat really seems to be getting to me. I feel like 
I’ve lost like five pounds. 

THE DEVIL 

Zat are the toxins you’re sweating out! But, of course, anything for my sweet 
Prince. You may rest your eyes in your own bed. 

LUKE 

Right (pauses). I’ll be rehydrating and avoiding nightmares, thank you very 
much. 

LUKE GOES TO LAY DOWN IN HIS BED. LIGHTS FADE OUT AS HE BEGINS TO 
FALL ASLEEP. 

LIGHTS FADE IN AND LUKE IS STILL ASLEEP. IT HAS BEEN 2 DAYS SINCE 
LUKE HAS VISITED HEAVEN AND HELL. LUKE HASN’T SPOKEN TO EITHER 
GOD NOR THE DEVIL. 
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SCENE V: THE FINAL DECISION 

Luke wakes up in his room. Everything seems normal to him. He hears the torrential rain 
in the background as well as occasional thundering. As Luke begins to wake up, there are 
three loud knocks on his door. 

LUKE 

Go. Away. Fiona! I’m not in the mood. 

THE DEVIL 

But Luke! It is I, you’re one and true leader! 

GOD 

Don’t listen to him, Luke! 

Luke gets up and opens the door. 

LUKE 

Oh. Hi guys. 

GOD 

Luuukeee my son. How are you? We haven’t heard from you these past few 
days. 

THE DEVIL 

Ya Luke, what have you been doing? Wait. Let me guess…nothing? 

GOD 

Have some empathy for my boy; it would be tough decision for anyone. 

God goes to put his arm around Luke. 

THE DEVIL 

Not for me. I think it’s an obvious decision. 

LUKE 

I’ve just been…ya know, hanging out. Thinking. 

THE DEVIL 

Thinking?! Since when do you do that? 
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LUKE 

Oh real funny. Very funny, asshole. 

GOD 

Thinking about what, Luke? 

LUKE 

I just don’t get why you chose me in the first place. Why does it have to be 
like this? 

THE DEVIL 

Well it’s because you’re completely aver… 

(Luke cuts him off) 

LUKE 

Average! I got it! Thanks. 

GOD 

Luke, there’s no other way around it. It’s a binding agreement. You have to 
make a decision. 

THE DEVIL 

Humans also had 2.5 million years! Zat’s a long freakin’ time! 

LUKE 

But why like this. It’s not like either one of you wants the planet. I honestly 
liked parts of Heaven and I liked parts of Hell. 

GOD 

Well now this is just getting complicated. 

LUKE 

Seriously. In Heaven it was refreshing that everyone was so nice to each 
other. Minus the politically-correct people. And if the rest of the food is as 
good as that pie, oh my sweet baby Jesus. And the weather! It was so 
beautiful! I can choose the weather! I’m basically the weather guy! 

GOD 

It sounds like you’ve got your mind made up. Good choice, son. 
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LUKE 

Well…I also didn’t like parts of it. I mean, no sex? Seriously? You have the 
most beautiful creatures in the universe walking around up there and I’m not 
allowed to do anything with them?! I’m surprised you’ve been able to stay 
abstinent this long. 

THE DEVIL 

In Hell you can have sex with whoever you want, Luke! 

LUKE 

Hell is really kind of a lot to handle. It was really hot, smelled like complete 
ass and I think I saw, like, 8 people get stabbed. Honestly, I just feel like I 
didn’t fit in. Which is why this decision has been so tough for me. 

THE DEVIL 

But what about zeh freedom, Luke? You can do anything you ever wanted in 
Hell. Everything you ever dreamed of, you’re capable of having in Hell. 
Without any consequences! 

LUKE 

Sure, I may be able to live lavishly but is it worth it when I’ll continuously be 
horrified of what I’ve made Earth become? 

THE DEVIL 

Ehhh, you’d get used to that! 

LUKE 

I’m almost positive I wouldn’t.  

GOD 

Luke, Earth is going to change no matter what. Whether you choose Heaven 
or Hell. But you’ll still be with your family and your friends. 

LUKE 

You’re right; I will have my family and friends. 

THE DEVIL 

You will have them in Hell too, Luke. 

LUKE 

But they won’t be living happy lives. 
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THE DEVIL 

(Shocked) What are you saying, Luke? 

LUKE 

That Hell is great and all but…-- 

THE DEVIL 

No but’s! Just give it to me straight; I can handle it. 

LUKE 

Breaking laws is more fun than having no laws…if you catch my drift. 

THE DEVIL 

(Upset) Are you saying what I think you’re saying?! 

GOD 

Luke, are you saying you choose Heaven? 

THE DEVIL 

There must be some reason; something I did… 

LUKE 

No, no, it’s not you, it’s me. Really. 

THE DEVIL 

Don’t give me that! That’s the corniest thing you could’ve possibly said! 

GOD 

Luke, My boy! My son! You’ve made a wonderful choice. 

THE DEVIL 

This isn’t fair, I want zeh whole world! 

LUKE 

Don’t take it personally?? 

THE DEVIL 

What kind of 20-year old are you?! You just gave up all zeh sex and drugs and 
unlawful freedom you could’ve ever wanted! 
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LUKE 

Luke turns to God. 

(Whispers) God there’s really no way around the whole abstinence thing? 

GOD 

Sorry, but no way around it. 

LUKE 

Then yes (hesitantly/pauses) I will forever be (long pause/mortified) abstinent.  

THE DEVIL 

You are zeh strangest 20-year old boy I have ever met! You could have been 
my sweet little prince. (pauses) How did this happen! I can’t believe I made 
zat stupid bet in zeh first place. 

 Luke goes in to hug the Devil, but he turns away. 

LUKE 

I realized that this decision is more than just I. I love my family. They’re all I 
have and if they’re not happy because I wanted to get laid and do a ton of 
drugs then I couldn’t be happy. 

THE DEVIL 

Ew. That was gross. 

LUKE 

We can still be friends though, right? 

THE DEVIL 

Mmmmmmmmm, no. 

 The Devil snaps his fingers and a rumble follows. Suddenly, a bolt of lightning 
crashes through the roof, striking Luke. The lights flicker.  

GOD 

What? No! Again?! You can’t just kill everyone who disagrees with you! 

 Luke’s body lays motionless on the ground. 

THE DEVIL 

I felt like he wasn’t truly average… 
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GOD 

You and I both agreed that Luke was outstandingly average in every way 
thinkable. 

THE DEVIL 

I have no regrets! 

GOD 

Of course you don’t, you’re the Devil! Do you even realize that killing him is going to 
send him to Heaven? Luke’s soul is on its way to the gates as we speak. 

THE DEVIL 

Well then I guess you can call it destiny. He exhibited a biased nature towards the good. 
It wasn’t a fair bet. 

GOD 

You are ridiculous. Now we’re going to have find another human to make the choice. 

 God and the Devil begin to walk offstage. 

THE DEVIL 

This planet is littered with average creatures. It won’t take long. 

GOD 

Fine, but no killing the next one. 

LIGHTS FADE OUT AS GOD AND THE DEVIL LEAVE LUKE’S BEDROOM. 

 

 

THE END 


